FORWARDER SELECTION - INBOUND

1/ CONTAINER SHIPMENTS: NIPPON

2/ PROJECT / EXPRESS SHIPMENTS: CONTACT TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT

- oversized shipments
- 1-time shipments
- part loads
- Rush shipments

3/ STANDARD SHIPMENTS: SEE BELOW

- both road & air

IMPORTANT REMARK:

1m³ = 167 kg!! e.g.: shipment of 50 kgs with a volume of 1m³ will be charged on 167 kg

FROM TO: BARCO BE

EUROPE

EU

NORMAAL GOODS

TNT

CARNET ATA RETURN

NIPPON

NON-EU

CARNET ATA RETURN

NIPPON

CIS STATES

< 20 KGS

FEDEX

NIPPON

NORTH AMERICA

< 55 KGS

FEDEX

NIPPON

> 55 KGS

NIPPON

LATAM

< 20 KGS

FEDEX

NIPPON

> 20 KGS

NIPPON

APAC

BARCO INDIA

< 20 KGS

FEDEX

NIPPON

> 20 KGS

NIPPON

CARNET ATA RETURN

TAIWAN

< 10 kgs

FEDEX

NIPPON

> 10 kgs

NIPPON

CHINA

< 20 kgs

DHL

NIPPON

> 20 kgs

NIPPON

OTHERS

< 20 kgs

FEDEX

NIPPON

> 20 kgs

NIPPON

MEA

ISRAEL

< 20 KGS

FEDEX

NIPPON

> 20 KGS

NIPPON

MIDDLE EAST

< 20 KGS

DHL

NIPPON

> 20 KGS

NIPPON

OTHERS

< 20 KGS

FEDEX

NIPPON

> 20 KGS

NIPPON
1/ CONTAINER SHIPMENTS: NIPPON

2/ PROJECT / EXPRESS SHIPMENTS: CONTACT TRAFFIC DEPARTMENT; SPOT QUOTES WILL BE REQUESTED TO OUR DEDICATED PARTNERS
* oversized shipments
* 1-time shipments
* part loads

3/ STANDARD SHIPMENTS: SEE BELOW
* both road & air

IMPORTANT REMARK: 1m³ = 167 kg!! e.g.: shipment of 50 kgs with a volume of 1m³ will be charged on 167 kg
- 20 kgs or max abt 0,12 m³
- 30 kgs or max abt 0,18 m³
- 70 kgs or max abt 0,40 m³

FROM EUROPE TO EUROPE
EUROPE EXPRESS < 500 KG DHL > 500 KG TNT
EUROPE ECONOMY < 50 KG DHL > 50 KG TNT
BELGIUM < 30 KG TNT
TURKEY < 30 KG TNT
CIS STATES EXPORT LICENSE YES NIPPON
LC CARNET ATA "NO DOCS ATTACHED" EUR-1
CIS STATES NO TNT

FROM NORTH AMERICA TO US
NORTH AMERICA US GEODIS ATLANTA < 70 KG FEDEX > 70 KG NIPPON
BARCO DULUTH < 70 KG FEDEX > 70 KG NIPPON
MAMI (MIA)
OTHERS < 70 KG FEDEX > 70 KG GEODIS

FROM CANADA TO OTHERS
NORTH AMERICA CANADA < 70 KG FEDEX > 70 KG GEODIS

FROM LATAM TO BRAZIL
LATAM BRAZIL SÃO PAULO (GRU) < 30 kg and new material and FOC and value for customs < 3000 usd, FEDEX else NIPPON
OTHERS < 30 kg and new material and FOC and value for customs < 3000 usd, FEDEX else NIPPON
MEXICO < 70 kgs FEDEX > 70 kgs INDIRECT (Cancun)
DIRECT NIPPON GEODIS